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Abstract

Content-Based Publish-Subscribe (CBPS) is an asynchronous messaging paradigm that supports

a highly dynamic and many-to-many communication pattern based on the content of the messages

themselves. In general, a CBPS system has three distinct parties -Content Publishers, Content Brokers,

andSubscribers- working in a highly decoupled fashion. The ability to seamlessly scale on demand has

made CBPS systems the choice of distributingmessages/documentsproduced byContent Publishersto

many SubscribersthroughContent Brokers. Most of the current systems assume thatContent Brokers

are trusted for the confidentiality of the data published byContent Publishersand the privacy of the

subscriptions, which specify their interests, made bySubscribers. However, with the increased use of

technologies, such as service oriented architectures and cloud computing, essentially outsourcing the

broker functionality to third-party providers, one can no longer assume the trust relationship to hold. The

problem of providing privacy/confidentiality in CBPS systems is challenging, since the solution to the

problem should allowContent Brokersto make routing decisions based on the content without revealing

the content to them. The problem may appear unsolvable sinceit involves conflicting goals, but in this

paper, we propose a novel approach to preserve the privacy ofthe subscriptions made bySubscribers

and confidentiality of the data published byContent Publishersusing cryptographic techniques when

third-partyContent Brokersare utilized to make routing decisions based on the content.We analyze the

security of our approach to show that it is indeed sound and provide experimental results to show that

it is practical.

Index Terms

Privacy, Confidentiality, Security, Publish Subscribe, Filter, Cover

I. I NTRODUCTION

Many systems, including online news delivery, stock quote/trade report dissemination and

weather channels, have been or can be modeled as Content-BasedPublish-Subscribe (CBPS)

systems. Full decoupling of the involved parties, that is,Content Publishers(Pubs), Content

Brokers (Brokers) andSubscribers(Subs), in time, space, and synchronization has been the

key [15] to seamlessly scale these systems on demand. In a CBPS system, eachSub selectively

subscribes to receive different messages with someBrokers. In the most common setting, when

Pubs publish messages to someBrokers, theseBrokers, in turn, selectively distribute these

messages to otherBrokers and finally toSubs based on theirsubscriptions, that is, what they
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subscribed to. These systems, in general, follow apush baseddissemination approach, that is,

whenever new messages arrive,Brokers selectively distribute the messages toSubs.

Because content represents the critical resource in many CBPS systems, its confidentiality is

important. Consider the case of publishing stock market quotes whereSubs payPub, that is

the stock exchange, either for the types of quotes they wish to receive or per usage basis. In

such a domain, whenever a new stock quote, referred to in general as anotification, is published,

Brokers selectively send such a notification only to authorizedSubs. Confidentiality is important

here becausePubs want to make sure that only paying customers have access to the quotes.

Throughout our paper, we assume that a message consists of a set of attribute-value pairs. We

say that a CBPS system providespublication confidentialityif Brokers can neither identify the

content of the messages published byPubs nor infer the distribution ofattribute valuesof the

message. In the absence ofpublication confidentiality, Brokers may collect stock quotes, re-sell

to others, and/or sell derived market data without any economic incentive toPubs.

At the same time, the privacy of subscribers is also crucial for many reasons, like business

confidentiality or personal privacy. We say that a CBPS system providessubscription privacy

if Brokers can neither identify what subscriptionsSubs made nor relate a set of subscriptions

of a specificSub. Consider again the stock quote example. Suppose for examplethat aSub

subscribes to someBrokers for receiving stock quotes characterized by certain attribute values

(e.g. bid price< 2438, bid size> 1000, symbol = “MSFT”, etc.). In the absence ofsubscription

privacy, such a subscription can reveal the business strategy of theSub. Further,Brokers may

profile subscriptionsof eachSub and sell them to third parties.

Current trends in computing infrastructures like Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs) and

cloud computing are further pushing brokering functions for content distribution to third-party

providers. While such a strategy provides economies of scale, it increases the risk of breaches in

publication confidentiality and subscription privacy. Breaches may result from malicious insiders

or from platforms that are poorly configured and managed, andthat do not have in place proper

security techniques. It is thus essential that effective and efficient techniques for publication

confidentiality and subscription privacy be devised to allow parties involved in the production and

distribution of contents to take full advantages from thoseemerging computing infrastructures.

Privacy and confidentiality issues in CBPS have long been identified [33], but little progress has

been made to address these issues in a holistic manner. Most of prior work on data confidentiality
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techniques in the context of CBPS systems is based on the assumption thatBrokers are trusted

with respect to the privacy of the subscriptions bySubs [5], [31], [24]. However, when such

an assumption does not hold, both publication confidentiality and subscription privacy are at

risk; in the absence of subscription privacy, subscriptions are available in clear text toSubs.

Brokers can infer the content of the notifications by comparing and matching notifications with

subscriptions since CBPS systems must allow them to make such decisions to route notifications.

As more subscriptions become available toBrokers, the inference is likely to be more accurate.

It should also be noted that the above approaches restrictBrokers’ ability to make routing

decisions based on the content of the messages and thus fail to provide a CBPS system as

expressive as a CBPS system that do not address security or privacy issues. Approaches have also

been proposed to assure confidentiality/privacy in the presence of untrusted third-partyBrokers.

These approaches however suffer from one or two major limitations [28], [22]: inaccurate content

delivery, because of the limited ability ofBrokers to make routing decisions based on content;

lack of privacy guarantees. For example, these approaches are prone to false positives, that is,

sending irrelevant content toSubs. In addition to these approaches, there has been research

work on online subscription privacy [32], [6]. However, themodel in such work is different

from that of CBPS systems in that they follow apull baseddissemination approach and do not

have third-partyBrokers.

In this paper, we propose a novel cryptographic approach that addresses those shortcomings

in CBPS systems. To the best of our knowledge, no existing cryptographic solution is able

to protect both publication confidentiality and subscription privacy in CBPS systems without

sending irrelevant content fromBrokers to Subs. A key design goal of our privacy-preserving

approach is to design a system which is as expressive as a system that does not consider privacy

or security issues.

The main results presented in our paper are the design, security analysis, and performance eval-

uation of a CBPS system which supports all the publish/subscribe (PS) protocols implemented

by current CBPS systems and exhibits the following properties:

• The published content is hidden fromBrokers.

• The subscriptions made bySubs are hidden fromBrokers.

• Both publication confidentiality and subscription privacy are assured without limiting the

ability of Brokers to compare notifications with subscriptions and subscriptions with other
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subscriptions.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III overviews the

CBPS model and the protocols supported by our system. Section IV provides some background

knowledge about the main cryptographic primitives used andthe trust model assumed in our

approach. Section V provides a detailed description of the proposed protocols, and also illustrates

our approach by an example. Section VI analyzes the securityof the proposed scheme, whereas

Section VII reports experimental results. Section VIII concludes the paper and outlines future

work.

II. RELATED WORK

In addition to the research work discussed in Section I, our work is related to research in

proxy re-encryption systems [21], [3], [2], searchable encryption [30], [7], [8], secure multiparty

computation [34], [16], [13] and private information retrieval [12], [18], [9], [23], [17], [25].

a) Proxy re-encryption system:In a proxy re-encryption system one partyA delegates its

decryption rights to another partyB via a third party called a “proxy.” More specifically, the

proxy transforms a ciphertext computed under partyA’s public key into a different ciphertext

which can be decrypted by partyB with B’s private key. In such a system neither the proxy

nor partyB alone can obtain the plaintext.

A direct application of the proxy re-encryption system doesnot solve the problem of CBPS:

with the proxy as theBroker, it does not by default have the capability of selectively making

content-based routing decisions. However, it might still be possible to use proxy re-encryption

as a building block in the construction of a CBPS system for dataconfidentiality.

b) Searchable encryption:Search in encrypted data is a privacy-preserving techniqueused

in the outsourced storage modelwhere a user’s data are stored on a third-party server and

encrypted using the user’s public key. The user can use a query in the form of an encrypted

token to retrieve relevant data from the server, whereas theserver does not learn any more

information about the query other than whether the returneddata matches the search criteria.

There have been efforts to support simple equality queries [30], [7] and more recently complex

ones involving conjunctions and disjunctions of range queries [8]. These approaches cannot be

applied directly to the CBPS model: keyword-only search methods as in [30], [7] limit the

application of the CBPS system; the approach proposed in [8] requires the search criteria to be
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known to every one, including theBroker, which thus cannot provide full privacy protection to

both Pub andSubs.

c) Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC):SMC allows a set of participants to compute

the value of a public function using their private values as input, but without revealing their

individual private values to other participants. The problem was initially introduced by Yao [34].

Since then improvements have been proposed to the initial problem [16], [13]. SMC solutions

rely on some form of zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (ZKPK) or oblivious transfer protocols

which are in general interactive. Interactive protocols are not suitable for the CBPS model. Hence

SMC solutions do not work for the CBPS model. Further, these solutions usually have a higher

computational and/or communication cost which may not be acceptable for a CBPS system.

d) Private Information Retrieval (PIR):A PIR scheme allows a client to retrieve an

item from a database server without revealing which item is retrieved. Approaches of PIR

assume either the server is computationally bounded, wherethe problem reduces to oblivious

transfer, or there are multiple non-cooperating servers each having the same copy. Having only

two communication parties, PIR schemes are not directly applicable to thePub-Sub-Broker

architecture of the CBPS model. Moreover, similar to SMC solutions, PIR schemes in general

require higher communication complexity which may not be acceptable for a CBPS system.

III. OVERVIEW

In this section we give an overview of our proposed scheme by showing the interactions

betweenPubs, Subs andBrokers using the privacy-preserving protocols we have designed.

Unless otherwise stated, we describe our approach for onePub, mainly for brevity. However,

our approach can be trivially applied to a system with any number of Pubs. In practice, all the

parties in a CBPS system are software programs that act on behalf of real entities like actual

organizations or end users, and therefore many of the operations of the protocols we propose

are performed transparently to real entities.

There are two types of messages in a CBPS system:subscriptionsand notifications. The

messages published byPubs are referred to asnotifications. Each message is characterized by a

set of Attribute-Value Pairs (AVPs). A notification consists of two parts: the actual message in

the encrypted form, which we call thepayload message, and a set ofblindedAVPs derived from

the payload message. Without loss of generality, we assume that a payload message consists of
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a set ofAVPs. In a blindedAVP, the value is blinded, but the attribute name remains in clear

text. The blinding encrypts the value in a special way such that it is computationally infeasible

to obtain the value from the blinded values, and that the blinded values are secure under chosen-

ciphertext attacks. The blindedAVPs are placed in the header and the payload message is in

the body of the notification. There is a one-to-one mapping between theAVPs in the payload

message and the blindedAVPs. Since our scheme currently supports only equality of string and

numerical attributes (e.g. symbol= “MSFT”, bid size = 10000), and inequality of numerical

attributes (e.g. bid price< 50), Pub blinds only those numerical and string attributes.

In an XML-like syntax, a notification has the following format:

<notification>

<header>

//blinded AVPs

</header>

<body>

//encrypted payload message

</body>

</notification>

Depending on the representation, each attribute name and its corresponding value may be

interpreted differently. For example, the payload could bein a simple property-value format or a

complex XML format. If the payload is in XML, attribute namescan be the XPaths and values

can be the immediate child nodes of XPaths.

A subscriptionspecifies a condition on one of the attributes of theAVPs associated with the

notifications. It is an expression of the form (attr, bval1, bval2, bval3, op) whereattr is the name

of the attribute,bval1, bval2, bval3 are the blinded values of the actual contentv and its additive

inverse,1 and op is a comparison operator in the set{<, > and =}. All the other comparison

operators are derived from the operators in this set.

Example 1: In the stock market quote dissemination system, a payload message, that is, a

quote, looks like:

<quote>

<symbol>MSFT</symbol>

1The additive inverse of a numberv ∈ Zm can be represented by the numberm − v.
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<bid>

<price>2328</price>

<size>10000</size>

...

</bid>

<offer>

<price>2355</price>

<size>5000</size>

...

</offer>

</quote>

The set ofAVPs, as a collection of pairs,


















(“/quote/symbol”, “MSFT”), (“/quote/bid/price”, 2328),

(“/quote/bid/size”, 10000), (“/quote/offer/price”, 2355),

(“/quote/offer/size”, 5000)



















from the payload message is blinded and placed in the header of the notification. The notification

for the above quote will look like follows:

<notification>

<header>

<quote>

<symbol>126452</symbol>

<bid>

<price>765482</price>

<size>345219</size>

</bid>

<offer>

<price>976294</price>

<size>765291</size>

</offer>

</quote>

</header>

<body>

//encrypted quote

</body>
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</notification>

We now present an overview of the protocols proposed in our CBPSsystem:Initialize,

Register, Subscribe, Publish, Match (orFilter),2 Cover, Revoke andUnsubscribe.

Initialize protocol initializes the system parameters.Register protocol registersSubs

with Pubs. Subscribe protocol subscribesSubs to Brokers. Publish protocol publishes

notifications fromPubs to Brokers.Match protocol matches notifications with subscriptions at

Brokers.Cover protocol finds relationships among subscriptions atBrokers.Revoke protocol

allowsPubs to removeSubs from the system.Unsubscribe protocol allowsSubs to remove

their subscriptions fromBrokers.

• Initialize:

There is a set of system defined public parameters that allPubs, Brokers andSubs use. In

addition to these parameters,Pubs also generate some public and private parameters that

are used for subsequent protocols and publish the public parameters. If there are several

Pubs, eachPub generates its own public and private parameters.

• Register:

Subs register themselves withPub to obtain aprivate keyand access tokens. An access

token includesSub’s identity (id) and allows aSub to subsequently authenticate itself to

the Broker from which it intends to request notifications. Anidentity is a pseudonym that

uniquely identifies aSub in the system. Aprivate keyallows aSub to decrypt the payload

of notifications.

• Subscribe:

After authenticating themselves using access tokens toPubs, Subs receive the content in

their subscriptions blinded by the correspondingPubs. In this step,Sub performs as much

computation as it can before sending the subscriptions toPub so that the overhead onPubs

is minimized. Further, this overhead onPubs is negligible as subscriptions are fairly stable

and the rate of subscriptions is usually way less than that ofnotifications in a typical CBPS

system. Once this step is done,Subs authenticate themselves toBrokers without revealing

their identities and present these blinded subscriptions to Brokers. These subscriptions are

blinded in such a way thatBrokers do not learn the actual subscription criteria, that is,

2In this paper, we use the termsMatch andFilter interchangeably.
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Brokers cannot decrypt the blinded values. However, they can perform Match andCover

protocols based on the blinded subscriptions. Furthermore, no two subscriptions for the same

value are distinguishable byBrokers. In order to preventBrokers from linking different

subscriptions from the sameSub, Subs may request for multiple access tokens such that all

these access tokens have the same identity but are indistinguishable. For each subscription,

Subs may present these different valid access tokens so thatSubs’ identities are further

protected fromBrokers.

• Publish:

Using the counterparts of the secret values used to blind subscriptions,Pubs blind the

notifications and publish them to the trusted list ofBrokers. We assumePubs are able to find

the list ofBrokers who are trusted to perform PS protocols correctly. A blinded notification

has a set of blindedAVPs and an encrypted payload message. These notifications are blinded

in such a way thatBrokers do not learn actual values in the messages, but can perform

Match andCover protocols based on the subscriptions. Further, no two notifications for

the same content are distinguishable byBrokers.

• Match:

For each notification fromPubs, Brokers compare it withSubs’ subscriptions. If there is a

match, that is, the subscription satisfies the notification,Brokers forward the notification to

the correctSubs. The outcome of theMatch protocol allowsBrokers to learn neither the

notification nor the publication values. It also preventsBrokers from learning the distribution

of the values.

• Cover:

For each subscription received fromSubs,Brokers check ifcoveringrelationship holds with

existing subscriptions. A subscriptionS1 covers another subscriptionS2 if all notifications

that matchS2 also matchS1. Finding covering relationships among subscriptions allows to

reduce the size of the subscription tables maintained by each Broker, and hence improves

the efficiency of matching. Like theMatch protocol, the outcome of theCover protocol

does not allow theBrokers to learn the subscription values nor their distribution.

• Revoke:

A Pub may decide to revoke aSub for various reasons such as subscription expiration

and misbehavior ofSub. Pub presents all the access tokens associated withSub’s identity
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to Brokers. Brokers remove all the subscriptions associated with these tokens. This may

trigger Cover protocol to be executed one or more times in order to adjust the covering

relationships affected by the removal of these subscriptions.

• Unsubscribe:

Subs have the option of unsubscribing from some of the subscriptions they made so that

they do not receive notifications matching with these subscriptions. A Sub authenticates

itself with the same token it used to subscribe toBroker and request that subscription be

removed. Similar toRevoke, this may triggerCover protocol.

IV. BACKGROUND

Our approach focuses on the following trust model and is based on the mathematical notions

and the cryptographic building blocks described below.

A. Trust model

In the system design, we consider threats and assumptions from the point of view ofPubs

andSubs with respect to third-partyBrokers.

We assume thatBrokers are honest but curious; they performMatch, Cover, Subscribe,

Revoke andUnsubscribe protocols correctly, but curious to know whatPubs publish and

Subs consume. In other words, they are trusted for these PS protocols but not for the content in

the notifications and subscriptions nor for the privacy ofSubs if they make multiple subscription

requests.

Pubs are trusted to maintain the privacy ofSubs. However, our approach can be easily

modified to relax this trust assumption.Pubs are also trusted to correctly perform PS protocols

and not to collude with any other parties.

B. Pedersen commitment

A cryptographic “commitment” is a piece of information thatallows one to commit to a

value while keeping it hidden, and preserving the ability toreveal the value at a later time. The

Pedersen commitment[27] is an unconditionally hiding and computationally binding commitment

scheme which is based on the intractability of the discrete logarithm problem. Other well known
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cryptographic schemes, like the Zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (ZKPK), are built on top

of the Pedersen commitment.

Pedersen Commitment

Setup A trusted third partyT chooses a multiplicatively written finite cyclic groupG of large

prime orderp so that the computational Diffie-Hellman problem is hard inG.3 T chooses two

generatorsg andh of G such that it is hard to find the discrete logarithm ofh with respect to

g, i.e., an integerx such thath = gx. It is not required thatT know the secret numberx. T

publishes(G, p, g, h) as the system parameters.

Commit The domain of committed values is the finite fieldFp of p elements, which can be

represented as the set of integersFp = {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}. For a partyU to commit a value

α ∈ Fp, U choosesβ ∈ Fp at random, and computes the commitmentc = gαhβ ∈ G.

Open U shows the valuesα and β to open a commitmentc. The verifier checks whether

c = gαhβ.

C. Zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (Schnorr’s scheme)

The zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (ZKPK)protocol used in this paper can be viewed

a natural extension of Schnorr’s scheme [29]. In our proposed approach, we use ZKPK as a

privacy-preserving means of subscriber authentication tothe brokers.

As in the case of the Pedersen commitment scheme, a trusted party T generates public

parametersG, p, g, h. A Prover which holds private knowledge of valuesα andβ can convince

a Verifier that Prover can open the Pedersen commitmentc = gαhβ as follows.

1) Prover randomly choosesy, s ∈ F
∗
p, and sendsVerifier the elementd = gyhs ∈ G.

2) Verifier picks a random valuee ∈ F
∗
p, and sendse as a challenge toProver.

3) Prover sendsu = y + eα, v = s + eβ, both in Fp, to Verifier.

4) Verifier accepts the proof if and only ifguhv = d · ce in G.

D. Euler’s totient functionφ(·) and Euler’s theorem

Let Z be the set of integers. LetZ+ denote all positive integers. Letm ∈ Z
+. The Euler’s

totient functionφ(m) is defined as the number of integers inZ
+ less than or equal tom and

3For a multiplicatively written cyclic groupG of orderq, with a generatorg ∈ G, theComputational Diffie-Hellman problem

(CDH) is the following problem: Givenga andgb for randomly-chosen secreta, b ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}, computegab.
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relatively prime tom.

Theorem 1 (Euler’s Theorem):Let m ∈ Z
+. If gcd(a,m) = 1, thenaφ(m) ≡ 1 (mod m).

E. Paillier homomorphic cryptosystem

The Paillier homomorphic cryptosystemis a public key cryptosystem by Paillier [26] based

on the “Composite Residuosity assumption (CRA).” The Paillier cryptosystem is homomorphic

in that, by using public key, the encryption of the summ1 + m2 of two messagesm1 andm2

can be computed from the encryption ofm1 andm2. It works as follows.

Key generation

Setn = pq, wherep andq are two large prime numbers. Setλ = lcm(p−1, q−1), i.e., the least

common multiple ofp − 1 andq − 1. Randomly select a baseg ∈ Z/(n2)× such that the order

of gp is a multiple ofn. Such agp can be efficiently found by randomly choosinggp ∈ Z/(n2)×,

then verifying that

gcd
(

L(gλ
p (mod n2), n)

)

= 1,

where

L(u) = (u − 1)/n, (1)

for u ∈ Sn = {u < n2|u = 1 (mod n)}. In this case, setµ =
(

L(gλ
p (mod n2))

)−1
(mod n).

The public encryption key is a pair(n, gp). The private decryption key is(λ, µ), or equivalently

(p, q, µ).

Encryption E(m, r)

Given plaintextm ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}, select a randomr ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 1}, and encryptm as

E(m, r) = gm
p · rn (mod n).

When the value ofr is not important to the context, we sometimes simply write a short-hand

E(m) instead ofE(m, r) for the Paillier ciphertext ofm.

Decryption D(c)

Given ciphertextc ∈ Z/(n2)×, decryptc as

D(c) = L(cλ (mod n2)) · µ (mod n). (2)
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More specifically, the homomorphic properties of Paillier cryptosystem are:

D(E(m1, r1)E(m2, r2) (mod n2)) = m1 + m2 (mod n),

D(gm2E(m1, r1) (mod n2)) = m1 + m2 (mod n),

D(E(m1, r1)
k (mod n2)) = km1 (mod n).

Also note that the Paillier cryptosystem described above issemantically secure against chosen-

plaintext attacks (IND-CPA).

In the construction of our CBPS system, the Paillier homomorphic cryptosystem is used in

a way that public and private keys are judiciously distributed amongPubs, Subs, andBrokers

to that privacy is assured based on homomorphic encryption.A detailed description of the

construction will be presented in Section V.

V. PROPOSEDSCHEME

In this section, we provide a detailed description of the privacy preserving CBPS system we

propose. As introduced in Section III, the system consists of 8 protocols: 1)Initialize,

2) Register, 3) Subscribe, 4) Publish, 5) Match, 6) Cover, 7) Revoke, and 8)

Unsubscribe. We discuss only the first 6 protocols in this section, as the latter two are more

related to subscription management which is not the focus ofthis paper, and has been researched

extensively [10], [11], [4], [19], [20].

A. Initialize

A trusted party, which could be one of thePubs, runs a Pedersen commitment setup algorithm

to generate system wide parameters(G, p, g, h). These parameters have the same meaning

and purpose as mentioned in Section IV. The same party also runs a Paillier key generation

algorithm to generate the parameters(n, p, q, gp, λ, µ). Only Pubs know the parameters(p, q, λ)

and(n, gp, µ) are public parameters. The system parameterl is the upper bound on the number

of bits required to represent any data values published, andwe refer to it asdomain size. For

example, if an attribute can take values from 0 up to500 (< 29), l should be at least9 bits

long. For reasons that will soon become clear in this sectionwe choosel such that22l ≪ n.4

4We use notationa ≪ b to denote that “a is sufficiently smaller thanb.”
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In addition to these parameters, eachPub has a key pair(Kpub, Kpri) whereKpri is the private

key used to sign access tokens ofSubs andKpub is the public key used byBrokers to verify

authenticity and integrity of them. EachPub also has a symmetric keyK which it shares only

with Subs and is used to encrypt the payload messages. EachPub computes two pairs of secret

values (em, dm) and (ec, dc) such thatem+dm ≡ 0 (mod φ(n2)), andec+dc ≡ 0 (mod φ(n2)),

whereφ(·) is Euler’s totient function andem 6= ec. Note that we havegemgdm ≡ gecgdc ≡ 1

(mod n2) by Theorem 1.Pub usesem to blind Paillier encrypted notifications anddm, dc, dc

to blind Paillier encrypted subscriptions.5 The listB of Brokers from whichSubs may request

notifications fromPub is also public. Lets be the largest number∈ Z such that2s < n. Finally,

eachPub chooses two secret random valuesrm, rc ∈ Z such thatr < 2s−1−l andrm 6= rc. This

value is used to preventBrokers from learning the distribution of the difference of the values

that are being matched. In summary,(G, p, g, h; n, gp, µ,Kpub,B) are the public parameters that

all the parties know,(p, q, λ,Kpri, rm, rc, (em, dm), (ec, dc)) are private parameters ofPubs. Note

that in a practical implementation, most of these parameters can be auto-generated by a computer

program which usually only requiresPub to pre-determinel depending on the domain of the

content of notifications.

B. Register

EachSub registers itself with thePub by presenting anid (identity), a pseudonym uniquely

identifying Sub. In a real-world system, registration may involveSub presenting other creden-

tials and/or making payment. Upon successful registration, Pub sendsK, the symmetric key,

to Sub.6 During this protocol,Sub also creates its initial access token, a Pedersen commitment

signed byPub.

An access token allows aSub to authenticate itself to theBroker from which it intends to

request notifications as well as to create additional accesstokens in consultation withPub. To

create the first access token,Sub encodes itsid as an element〈id〉 ∈ Fp, chooses a random

a ∈ Fp, and sends the commitmentcom(〈id〉) = g〈id〉ha and the values (〈id〉, a). Pub signs

5The “blind” operation will be introduced in Section V-C.

6We use a symmetric encryption algorithm in the presentation. In practice,Pubs andSubs can choose any encryption scheme,

symmetric or not, to hide the payload messages in transmission. Proxy re-encryption, as mentioned in Section II, can be one of

such choices.
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com(〈id〉) and sends the digital signatureKpri(com(〈id〉)) back toSub. Figure 1 shows a high-

level interaction betweenPub andSub for this protocol.

Fig. 1. Sub registering withPub

C. Subscribe

During this protocol,Subs inform their interests toBrokers as subscriptions. The blinded

values in the subscription (attr, bval(v, dc, rc), bval(−v, ec, rc), bval(−v, dm, rm), op) are com-

puted with the help ofPub where the valuev is the original value.Sub computes the Paillier

encryption ofv, E(v), and that of the additive inverse−v, E(−v) as

E(v) = gv
p · r

n
1 (mod n2),

E(−v) = gn−v
p · rn

2 (mod n2),

where r1 and r2 are random values in{1, 2, . . . , n − 1}. The first two blinded values in the

subscription are used byBroker for Cover protocol and the third on forMatch protocol.

Sub sendsE(v) and E(−v) to Pub who computesbval(v, dc, rc), the blinded value ofv,

bval(−v, ec, rc) and bval(−v, dm, rm), the blinded values of−v, usingdc, ec, dm, respectively,

where the “blinding” operation is

bval(x, y, r) = gy · (E(x))rλ (mod n2), (3)

anddc, ec, dm, rc, rm, λ are private parameters ofPub generated duringInitialize. Sub then

sends the computedbval(v, dc, rc), bval(−v, ec, rc) andbval(−v, dm, rm) back toSub. Figure 2

shows a high-level interaction betweenPub, Sub andBroker for this protocol.
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Fig. 2. Sub authenticating itself toBroker

Before subscribing to messages, as Figure 3 illustrates,Subs must authenticate themselves to

Brokers. Sub gives a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (ZKPK) of the ability to open of the

commitmentcom(〈id〉) signed byPub:

ZKPK{(〈id〉, a) : com(〈id〉) = g〈id〉ha}

Fig. 3. Sub authenticating itself toBroker

If the ZKPK is successful,Sub may submit one or more subscriptions. Notice that the ZKPK of

the commitment opening does not reveal the identity of theSub. Further,Sub may use different

access tokens by having different randoma values for different subscriptions to preventBrokers

from linking its subscriptions to one access token.

Example 2:A Sub wants to get all the notifications with bid price greater than22. The

subscription has the format(“/quote/bid/price”, 346213, 152311, 453280, >) where the second
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and third parameters are the blind values of22 and−22, respectively, forCover protocol to

use, and the fourth is the blinded value of−22 for Match protocol to use.

D. Publish

Usingem, the counterpart ofdm which is used to blind subscriptions forMatch protocol, and

other private parameters,Pubs blind the notifications using formula (3), and publish themto B.

A notification has a set of blindedAVPs and an encrypted payload message. These notifications

are blinded in such a way thatBrokers do not learn actual content in the notifications, but they

can performMatch andCover protocols based on the notifications.

The header of a notification is a list of blindedAVPs. Similar to the payload message,

these blindedAVPs can be represented in different formats such as Java properties or XML

representations.

For an illustration purpose, let us assume theseAVPs are numbered from1 to t, wheret is

the number of attributes of the payload messageM being considered. The blinded content is

formatted as follows:

(attr1, bval(x1, em, rm)),

(attr2, bval(x2, em, rm)),

. . . . . . ,

(attrt, bval(xt, em, rm)),

whereattri is the ith attribute name,bval(xi, em, rm) is the corresponding blinded value with

the original value bingxi andem, rm are secret parameters ofPub.

Pub computes eachbval(xi, em, rm) (i = 1, 2, . . . , t) as follows and publishes toB as a single

notification along with the encrypted payload messageM , K(M).

bval(xi, em, rm) = gem · (E(xi))
rmλ (mod n2)

E. Match

For each notification fromPubs,Brokers compare it withSubs’ subscriptions to make routing

decisions. We explain theMatch operation for one attribute in the message, but it can be

naturally extended to perform on multiple attributes. If atleast one of the attributes in the
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TABLE I

MATCHING DECISION

diff Decision

0 x = v

< 2s−1 x > v

> 2s−1 x < v

message matches, we say that the subscription matches the notification, and in this caseBrokers

forward the notification to the correspondingSubs.

Let the blinded values bebval(x, em, rm) andbval(−v, dm, rm) thatBroker has received from

Pub andSub, respectively, for an attributeattr with subscription value beingv and notification

value beingx. Broker computes the following valuediff and then makes the matching decision

based on Table I:

diff = L(bval(x, em, rm) · bval(−v, dm, rm)

(mod n2)) · µ (mod n),

whereL, µ are Paillier parameters. The above computation gives the value of rm · (x−v). When

the system initializes, the range of values is set to2l. The difference of any two values less

than2l is either between 0 and2l if the difference is positive, or between(n− 2l) andn if the

difference is negative. Notice that the values between2l and (n − 2l) are not used. In order to

hide the difference, we take advantage of this unused range and multiply the actual difference

with a random secret valuerm selected byPub. The idea behindrm is to expand0 ∼ 2l range

close to0 ∼ (n/2) and(n− 2l) ∼ n close ton/2 ∼ n. This still allowsBroker to make correct

matching decisions without resulting in false positives ornegatives. The idea is illustrated in

Figure 4. In order to ease the presentation, in our discussion we deal with2s, instead ofn, where

s is defined in the description ofInitialize.

During theMatch protocol, Broker does not learn the content under comparison. This is

achieved due to the fact that without knowingλ, Broker cannot perform Paillier decryption

freely, but is force to engage into the protocol described below. Not knowing the valuerm,

Broker does not learn the exact difference of the two values under comparison as well.

In the following we shall show how our approach intelligently distribute Paillier parameters
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Fig. 4. Using the unused range to hide the difference

to allow Brokers to recover the blinded difference without knowingλ. Let

y = bval(x, em, rm) · bval(−v, dm, rm) (mod n2).

It can be easily checked that

y = gem · (E(x))rmλ · gdm · (E(−v))rmλ (mod n2)

= gem+dm · {E(x) · E(−v)}rmλ (mod n2)

= (E(x − v))rmλ (mod n2)

= (E(rm(x − v)))λ (mod n2).

Then

diff = L(y) · µ (mod n) = rm(x − v). (4)

F. Cover

Subscriptions are categorized into groups based on the covering relationships so thatBrokers

can performMatch protocol efficiently. For each subscription received fromSubs, Brokers

check if covering relationship holds within the existing subscriptions. If it exists,Broker adds

the new subscription to the group with the covering subscription, otherwise a new group is

created for the new subscription.
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Notice that we have not used the blinded valuesbval(−v, dc, rc) and bval(v, ec, rc) in sub-

scriptions yet. These two values are used in theCover protocol. In what follows, we explain

how theCover protocol works.

Let S1 and S2 be two subscriptions for the sameattr and compatibleop. Two op’s are

compatible if either both of them are of the same type or at least one of them is= operation.

bval(v1, ec, rc) and bval(−v1, dc, rc) refer to the so far unused blinded values ofv1 and of its

additive inverse, respectively, of the subscriptionS1. The blinded valuesbval(v2, ec, rc) and

bval(−v2, dc, rc) have similar interpretations.

Broker computes one of the following two values in order to decide the covering relationship.

diff 1 = L(bval(v1, ec, rc) · bval(−v2, dc, rc)

(mod n2)) · µ (mod n)

diff 2 = L(bval(v2, ec, rc) · bval(−v1, dc, rc)

(mod n2)) · µ (mod n) (5)

diff 1 anddiff 2 give resultsrc · (v1 − v2) and rc · (v2 − v1). The Broker uses the same table

Table I that is used for making matching decision to make the covering decision. Similar to

Match, Brokers does not learn the actual subscription values. Notice thatdue to the secret

factor rc, Brokers will not learn the actual difference of two different subscriptions made for

the same attribute.

G. A Simple Example

We now walk through a simple example to demonstrate the scheme proposed earlier in this

section. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we use small numbers in the presentation.

In a real-world system much larger numbers will be used to match practical security requirements.

Assume that the system has 1Pub, 1 Broker, 3 Subs and the messages have two numerical

attributesattr1 andattr2.

Setup:

We setn = 13 bits andl = 5 bits, that is,attr1 andattr2 can take values0, 1, · · · , 31.
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We choose the following parameters for constructing the Paillier cryptosystem in this example.

pp = 5, qp = 41, np = 2173, n2 = 4721929

gp = 2, λ = 520, µ = 83.

Pub generatesem, dm, ec, dc such thatem + dm ≡ 0 (mod φ(n2)), and ec + dc ≡ 0

(mod φ(n2)), whereφ(n2) = 4519840:

em = 3374905, dm = 1144935,

ec = 502817, dc = 4017023.

We haves = 12 (212 < np). Pub chooses randomrm andrc such thatrm, rc < 2s−l−1 = 64:

rm = 36, rc = 48.

The triples (em, dm, rm) and (ec, dc, rc) are used inMatch andCover protocols, respectively.

Subscribe:

Assume thatSub1 andSub2 make subscriptions (attr 1 < 20) and (attr 1 < 18), respectively, and

Sub3 makes a subscription (attr 2 > 15). In rest of this section, we shall show how to execute

privacy preservingMatch andCover protocols using these three subscription instances.

Table II shows the two Paillier encrypted values eachSub sends toPub.

TABLE II

ENCRYPTED VALUES FROMSUBS TO PUB

Sub Actual

v

E(v) E(−v)

Sub1 20 2209050 2600328

Sub2 18 3332492 3317148

Sub3 15 2515030 3069803

For each of the requests in Table II,Pub generates 3 blinded values as shown in Table III

and sends toSubs.

Subs subscribe withBroker by providing the information in Table IV along with the blinded

values in Table III.
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TABLE III

BLINDED VALUES FROM PUB TO SUBS

Sub gdmErm·λ(−v) gecErc·λ(v) gdcErc·λ(−v)

Sub1 3286610 1722651 3310307

Sub2 3358319 2676598 3286404

Sub3 1104918 1746554 889585

TABLE IV

SUBSCRIPTION CRITERIA OFSUBS

Sub attr op

Sub1 attr1 <

Sub2 attr1 <

Sub3 attr2 >

Cover:

For the three subscriptionsBroker has, it can only find covering relationships for the same

attribute and compatible operators. Therefore,Broker can only compareSub1’s and Sub2’s

subscriptions for covering relationship.Broker checks if theSub1’s subscription is greater than

Sub2’s to determine if the former covers the latter. From Table III, Broker multiplies Sub1’s

gecErc·λ(v) with Sub2’s gdcErc·λ(−v) and unblinds to obtains the value96. Since96 < 2s−1

= 1024, Broker decides that theSub1’s subscription covers theSub2’s subscription. In other

words, if a notification matches theSub2’s subscription,Broker can infer that it matches the

Sub1’s subscription as well, without executing anotherMatch protocol. Notice thatBroker

carries out aMatch protocol without knowing either subscriptions in clear text.

Publish:

Pub publishes a notification toBroker. Broker has access only to the blinded values in the third

column of Table V. SinceBroker knows thatSub1’s subscription coversSub2’s subscription,

Broker first performs theMatch protocol forSub2’s subscription.Broker then multipliesSub2’s

blinded valuegdmErm·λ(−v) (as in Table III) with attr 1’s blinded valuegemErm·λ(x) (as in

Table V), and unblinds, using formula (4), to find that this value is greater than2s−1 = 1024.

SinceSub2’s subscription matches the notification, it also matchesSub1’s subscription. Thus
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TABLE V

CONTENT OF THE NOTIFICATION

attr x gemErm·λ(x)

attr1 16 1502764

attr2 10 1667912

Broker forwards the notification to bothSub1 and Sub2. With a similar computation,Broker

finds thatSub3’s subscription does not match the notification by usingSub3’s gdmErm·λ(−v) and

attr 2’s gemErm·λ(x), and thus does not forward the notification toSub3. As illustrated,Broker

can perform PS protocols without learning the actual content of notifications and subscriptions.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security of the proposed CBPS system.

The proposed system is built upon provably secure cryptographic primitives: digital signatures,

Pedersen commitment, Schnorr’s zero-knowledge proof protocol, and Paillier homomorphic

encryption.

A. Privacy-preserving subscription

The subscription protocol is privacy preserving in that it supports anonymous credential

authentication of theSubs to Brokers. When aSub subscribes to aBroker, it shows an access

token containing a Pedersen commitment ofSub’s identity attribute value〈id〉 together with

a digital signature from aPub. Broker verifies the digital signature usingPub’s public key

Kpub to make sure that the Pedersen commitment is a valid one approved by Pub. Due to the

unconditional hiding property of the Pedersen commitment scheme,Broker learns nothing about

the value〈id〉 from com(〈id〉) = g〈id〉ha. By performing a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge

protocol,Sub can convinceBroker that Sub knows the values〈id〉 anda, thus has the ability

to open the commitment, but preventsBroker from learning the actual values. Without knowing

the values〈id〉 and a, anyone without valid ownership to the access token cannot open the

commitment. This provides a mechanism to defend identity theft. In such a way, the combined

use of digital signatures and the ZKPK technique realizes a privacy-preserving authentication.
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B. Privacy-preserving matching and covering

Match and Cover protocols are privacy preserving in that whileBrokers are performing

matching and covering operations correctly, they do not learn the actual values inSubs’ sub-

scriptions orPubs’ notifications.

To see thatMatch preservesPub andSub’s privacy, we look at the way Paillier homomorphic

encryption is used. WhenSub subscribes,Broker gets a subscription specified with blinded

valuesbval(v, dc, rc), bval(−v, ec, rc), andbval(−v, dm, rm) from which the actual valuev cannot

be recovered with only the public parameters. Note thatBroker even may not be able to feed

these blinded values into formula (1) in an attempt to recover the unblinded values, because in

general the blinded values are not in the domainSn of function L(·) (see Section IV-E). In this

way Broker is forced to follow theMatch protocol as specified and make matching decisions

using Table I.

Similarly, in Cover protocol, althoughBroker is able to perform operation as in formula (5)

to obtainrc · (v1 − v2) or rc · (v2 − v1), then use Table I to make covering decisions, it cannot

perform decryption to get eitherv1 or v2 from the blinded values. In this way,Subs’ subscription

privacy is protected.

Note that having the samer value over a long period of time may allowBroker to gather

enough information to discoverr, thus the real difference of two unblinded values, by computing

the greatest common divisor of the values returned fromMatch or Cover protocol. Therefore,

we suggest thatPubs change theirr values periodically and notify involvedBrokers with the

change. Determination of the frequency of the update ofr values depends on various issues like

the message exchange rate and the number of subscriptions, and a detailed discussion is out of

the scope of this paper. We want to remark that periodically updatingr at Pubs makes it harder

for Brokers to discover the real differences, but it does not completely eliminate the attack via

computation of the gcd, which our scheme currently does not address. In any case, the actual

values inPub notifications andSub subscriptions are kept secret fromBrokers.

VII. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results for various operations of the protocols in our

system. We have built a prototype system in Java that incorporates our techniques for privacy

preservingMatch andCover protocols as described in Section V.
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The experiments were performed on an IntelR© CoreTM 2 Duo CPU T9300 2.50GHz machine

running GNU/Linux kernel version 2.6.27 with 4 Gbytes memory. We utilized only one processor

for computation. The code is built with Java version 1.6.0. along with Bouncy Castle lightweight

APIs [1] for most cryptographic operations including the symmetric-key encryption. The Paillier

cryptosystem is implemented as in the paper [26], except that we modified the algorithms to fit

our scheme.

In our experiments we vary values ofn in Paillier cryptosystem and the domain sizel, and

fix the parameters for Pedersen commitment generation, digital signature generation/verification,

zero-knowledge proof of knowledge protocol, and symmetrickey encryption/decryption which

have already been evaluated elsewhere. However, we compareour protocol results with these

well established computations to show that our approach is efficient and practical. In all our

experiments we only measure computational cost, and assumethe communication cost to be

negligible. Note that in a distributed setting the communication cost can be an important factor.

However its evaluation is beyond the scope of our work. All data obtained by our experiments

correspond to the average time taken over1000 executions of the protocols with varying values

for the bit length ofn in the Paillier cryptosystem and the domain sizel.

TABLE VI

AVERAGE COMPUTATION TIME FOR GENERAL OPERATIONS

Computation Time (in ms)

Create access token (Sub) 4.21

Open access token (Pub) 4.17

Sign access token (Pub) 4.10

Verify token signature (Broker) 0.36

ZKP of access token (Sub) 4.18

ZKP of access token (Broker) 6.31

Encrypt payload message (Pub) 34.56

Decrypt payload message (Sub) 0.36

Table VI shows the average running time for various operations for which we kept the

parameters constant. Access token creation, opening, signing are performed duringRegister

protocol and based on Pedersen commitment scheme.Pub signs the access token using SHA-1

and RSA with1024-bit long private keyKpri. Verification of the signature on the access token
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using the public keyKpub, and the ownership proof of the access token via the ZKPK are

performed duringSubscribe protocol. Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP) protocols are generally

considered time consuming, but in our approach ZKP computation is comparable to other

operations in the system, in that it takes merely a few milliseconds. For the experiments, we

set the payload size to 4 Kbytes and used AES-128 as the symmetric key algorithm. These

performance results demonstrate that the constructs we useand the computations are very

efficient.

In the experiment shown in Figure 5, we vary the bit length ofn in the Paillier cryptosystem.

Figure 5 shows the time to generate blinded subscriptions and notifications whose values are

less than2l where l, the domain size, is fixed at100, a reasonably large value. The time to

generate blinded values increases as the bit length ofn increases, but even for large bit lengths,

it takes only a few milliseconds. The time required to blind subscription is split into two tasks

with Sub performing the encryption andPub performing the blinding, but to blind notifications,

Pub performs both operations as one task.
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We measure in our experiment the performance impact on blinding whenl, the domain size,

is changed. We fixn to be of length 1024 bits and measure the time to blind subscriptions and

notifications forl = 10, 20, · · · , 100. As shown in Figure 6, the domain size does not significantly

affect the performance of the blinding operations. Further, as indicated by both Figures 5 and

6, the time for either component of the subscription blinding is less than that for notification

blinding. Since for each subscription, the overhead atPub is less compared to the time required
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to blind a notification, our decision to blind part of the subscription at Pub is comparable to

blinding additional notifications.
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In a CBPS,Match is the most executed protocol. Hence, it should be very efficient so as not

to overloadBrokers. For eachSubscribe, Revoke andUnsubscribe, Broker may need

to invoke theCover protocol and, therefore, we want to have a very efficient Coverprotocol

as well. In the following two experiments, we observe the time to perform these protocols.

Figure 7 shows the execution time ofMatch andCover protocols as the bit length ofn in

the Paillier cryptosystem is changed while the domain sizel is fixed at 100 bits. The time for

both protocols increases approximately linearly with the bit length ofn. Note that they take only

a fraction of a millisecond (less than 100 microseconds) even for large bit lengths ofn. This

indicates that ourMatch andCover protocols are very efficient for large bit lengths ofn.

Figure 8 shows the time to executeMatch and Cover protocols as the domain sizel

is changed while the bit length ofn is fixed at 1024. Similar to the blind computations,

computational times remain largely unchanged for different l values.

An observation made through all our experiments is that the domain sizel does not significantly

affect the computational time of the key protocolsPublish, Subscribe, Match andCover,

but the bit lengthn of the Paillier cryptosystem does. However, even for large bit lengths ofn,

our protocols take only a few microseconds or milliseconds and thus they are very efficient and

practical.
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VIII. C ONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

We have presented an efficient cryptography-based approachto preserve subscription privacy

and publication confidentiality in a CBPS system in which third-party Brokers performMatch

and Cover protocols to make routing decisions for subscriptions without learning the actual

content of the notifications published byPubs and the subscriptions made bySubs. As described

in Section VI, our protocols are secure and privacy preserving. The experimental results in

Section VII show that the protocols are practical and efficient. Their executions take only a few

milliseconds even for sufficiently large system parameters.

Managing subscriptions to effectively route notificationsfrom Pubs to Sub through a large
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network ofBrokers is a non-trivial task. There has been a considerable amountof research trying

to address this problem in CBPS systems, without security and privacy issues being consid-

ered [10], [11], [4], [19], [20]. The privacy-preserving module our protocols create complements

such research efforts, and can be used as a building block to design CBPS systems that efficiently

route notifications while preserving the subscription privacy and publication confidentiality.

Our approach employs the Paillier homomorphic cryptosystem. In our future work, we plan to

generalize the result by investigating the application of other additive homomorphic cryptosys-

tems [14], [13]. We also plan to combine the current system with other techniques, including

but not limited to, proxy re-encryption, searchable encryption, secure multiparty computation,

and private information retrieval, to build a privacy-preserving CBPS system that can support a

weaker trust model than we currently assume.
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